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R-type Baby Diaper(with stretch waist) | R-Type Baby Diaper(without stretch waist)
Normal R-Type Baby Diaper | T-type baby diaper

Baby Diaper

Choose  ite m R-S-S1 R-S-S2 T-S-S2 R-S-S5 T-S-S5

Waist Elastic Waist Elastic Ο Ο *

Stand-up leg cuffs Stand-up leg cuffs Ο Ο Ο Ο *

Acquisition Layer Acquisition Layer Ο Ο *

Taping system
Scotch tape: printed frontal tape Ο Ο Ο Ο Ο

*
Velcro taping system    Ο Ο

Back Sheet

Plain white Ο Ο Ο

*

Wetness indicator    Ο Ο

printed    

Breathable Ο   

multi-breathable    Ο Ο

Diaper specification and packing details

Product Min Max Length Width Weight Suitable weight

s
sap 7

405mm 290mm 18-29g 3-8kg
fluff 10 14

m sap 9 450mm 315mm 22-36g 6-11kg
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fluff 13 18

l
sap 11

485mm 335mm 28-45g 9-14kg
fluff 16 22

xl
sap 13

500mm 350mm 32-52g 12-16kg
fluff 19 26

Packing details for R type Baby Diaper

pcs/pack packs/carton
cartons in
1×20FCL

pcs in
1x20FCL

cartons in
1×40FCL

pcs in
1×40FC

cartons in
1×40HQ

pcs in
1×40HQ

s 40 12 265 127200 530 254400 709 340320

m 36 12 250 108000 503 217296 674 291168

l 24 12 336 96768 671 193248 900 259200

xl 20 12 403 96720 808 193920 863 207120

Packing details for T type Baby Diaper

pcs/pack packs/carton
cartons in
1×20FCL

pcs in
1×20FCL

cartons in
1×40FCL

pcs in
1×40FC

cartons in
1×40HQ

pcs in
1×40HQ

s 63 24 84 127008 168 254016 225 340200

m 54 24 84 108864 168 217728 225 291600

l 48 24 84 96768 168 193536 225 259200

xl 36 24 112 96768 225 194400 240 207360

Are you looking for baby diapers? Please pay attention here! We offer a wide range of fine baby diapers, such
as teen baby diaper, boy baby diaper, baby napkin, big baby diaper, newborn diaper, paper diaper,
disposable baby diapers, baby diaper covers, girl baby diaper, cotton baby diaper and so on which are
all in the greatest design.

Baby diaper structures:

Multilayer absorbent core: Multilayer absorbent core design can absorb baby’s urine efficiently, help baby
keep his buttock dry and comfortable

1.

Ultra-care surface layer: Aloe skin-care surface layer helps to protect baby skin2.
Soft elastic leg cuffs: Even baby keeps moving, the part of thigh is still a comfortable fit3.
Cottony soft outer-layer: Cotton soft outer-layer with tender feeling, wrap baby softly4.
Breathable and comfortable: Not only exhaust fuggy moisture, but also keep fresh air expedite, helps baby
keep his buttock dry and comfortable

5.

Magic tape design: Soft and comfortable magic tape can be used for many times6.
Wetness indication: Mother can check whether baby needs to change diaper without untying baby diaper.
Baby won’t be disturbed, and mother feels more convenient

7.

Baby diapers Selection
Ultrathin and ultra-dry series:“Growing up when sleeping”. The prime time for baby growing up is when he is
sleeping. Every minute is very precious. In order to ensure a good sleep all night, dry and ultra-thin super-
absorber absorbs urine instantly and keep baby skin dry and comfortable for a long time. Baby sleeps well and
of course grows well.

Comfortable and skin-care series: Multifunction water-lock layers absorb urine quickly and regorge equably. It
reduces the return seepage of urine and helps baby keep his buttock dry and comfortable. High-volume water
absorption layer and three-dimensional leak-proof layer help to prevent side leakage. Wave waist, colorful
design surface with lovely pictures make baby happy everyday.
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Newborn baby: Soft cotton outer-layer provides newborn baby the most needed soft and breathable. Double
aloe latex gives baby’s tender skin double care. Baby will feel gentle care just like in mother’s arm. Soft and
comfortable magic waist tapes are resuable adhesive.

Active baby: Baby in this phase like to try different posture and angle. He keeps climbing up and down and
weltering around. 10% dilated of fit waist tape and waistline heightened to baby’s waist give baby 360° of
suitable waist tape. Even how active the baby, the part of baby thigh is still a comfortable fit. This special
design makes naughty baby a whole side comfortable. Soft elastic-side enable baby moving easily and
multi-layer absorber can absorb urine effectively.

Baby of learning walking: Baby is active and refused to lie down for diapers. This free baby diaper has special
pull on design for the baby of learning to walk. Twice more elastic waistline just like little real undewear and
unique easy-tear design gives baby a rapid change when standing. Learning and play won’t be interrupted.
There are brand new diapers which can distinguish baby boys and baby girls easily while changing diapers for
them. Super flexible design helps to free baby and the elastic-side flexes twice over itself. Lovely and colorful
patterns make your baby happy when changing diaper. Double leak-proof separate sides help baby to keep the
skin dry and prevent the urine leakage. Super absorption helps to keep baby skin dry and comfortable.
Multilayer absorber absorbs baby urine within 8.5 hours. Super absorber is suitable for boy baby and girl baby.
Ultra-thin soft cottony inner and outer layers give baby tender care. Super breathe-free design keeps baby dry
and comfortable. Special materials exhaust the fuggy moisture and enable fresh air flowing. Even when baby
moves, you can change the diaper easily. Diapers like the little underwear can be put on and put off easily.

Our baby diapers with newly lovely patterns and specially designed for baby in different growing phase are
suitable for your baby and make them happy. Just feel free to inquire us and we are always at your service.
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